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Fast Pediatric MRI - Diagnosis Without Radiation

Radiation-free imaging of blood abnormally streaming from lungs back to the lungs in 
a small child.

NIH 5R01EB009690-07: Rapid Robust Pediatric MRI (S. Vasanawala)

Tagged T-Cells Target Tumor Cells

A PET scan image of the brain of a glioblastoma cancer patient shows the journey of T 
cells that had been engineered to attack the patient's tumor (a first-in-man study).

NIH NCI P50CA114747; NCI RO1CA082214; NCI RO1CA135486; NCI R01CA155769 and 
the Ben and Catherine Ivy Foundation (S. Gambhir)

US Molecular Imaging

A breast cancer patient is injected with KDR-targeted contrast microbubbles (MBKDR) 
that are attracted to the KDR receptor, which is overexpressed in newly formed blood 
vessels that support tumor growth. With ultrasound molecular imaging, we are able 
to clearly visualize accumulation of the microbubbles in solid tumor. Ultrasound with-
out microbubbles hints at this tumor mass but is not fully appreciated.

NIH NIBIB 5R01EV019465-02 (J. Willmann)

18F-FDG PET/CT vs 18F-FDG PET/MR

18F-FDG scans of the pelvis of a patient with a rhabdomyosarcoma: A) The unenhanced 
CT scan shows a mass in the pelvis (yellow arrow). B) Overlay of an 18F-FDG PET scan 
improves delineation of the urinary bladder (blue arrows) and two hypermetabolic 
tumor nodules (red arrows). C) T2-w MR scan provides further improved anatomical in-
formation, delineating a T2-hyperintense cystic tumor component (yellow arrow) be-
tween bladder and rectum (green arrow). D) Fusion of the 18F-FDG PET with the MR scan 
provides improved delineation of the hypermetabolic tumor nodules, particularly the 
small nodule to the right of the mass.

NIH NICHD R01 HD081123-02 (H. Daldrup-Link)

RF-Penetrable PET System for MRI Insert

A radiofrequency (RF)-penetrable positron emission tomography (PET) system that 
can be inserted into any magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system for simultane-
ous acquisition of PET/MRI data.

NIH NIBIB R01EB019465; NCI R25CA118681 (C. Levin)

Artificial Intelligence Xray Interpretation

Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) for Deep Learning Bone 
Age Determination  

Department funded project (D. Larson)

Stanford Radiology research goals are supported by 4 research divisions and 11 clinical divisions, 
which together provide collaboration and guidance for efficient translation of research into clini-
cal use. In addition to supporting more than 100 postdoctoral  scholars  and  graduate  students in 
the Department of Radiology, NIH funding to Stanford Radiology has resulted in at least 14 new 
companies that provide more than 300 jobs across the United States and internationally.


